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Max© 

Bib Pants/Shorts for babies and children “Max.“ 

On babies and small children, bib pants look very charming!  The comfortable cut is optimised 
for freedom of movement - perfect for active kids!  The unique “Salopette“ cut of the bib pants 
is very attractive.  The buttons for the cross straps are on the back.  Three buttons for each 
strap ensure that the pants can grow with the child for a long time.  These wonderful bib pants 
are perfect for every day of the year and can also be worn with a long-sleeved shirt in autumn 
or a sweater in winter.  The pattern comes with two options: Option A:  long pants, or Option B:  
short pants for hot summer days.  

Before cutting out the garment pieces, add seam allowances to the original contours: Seam 
allowance 1 cm /0 27⁄64 in and hems 3 cm/13⁄16  in. Lay out the pattern pieces on a double 
layer of fabric (right sides facing). 

Fabric recommendation for spring and summer: Cotton fabric, linen, lightweight denim or 
muslin. Fabric recommendation for autumn and winter: Baby corduroy, flannel, light denim or 
gabardine.  

Elastic band 2 cm/025⁄32in wide , 2 buttons 1,5 cm/ 019⁄32in 

     
Size   Fabric length A Fabric length B Elastic waistband       
6M/9M   70 cm/279⁄16in  65 cm/2519⁄32in  50 cm/1911⁄16in    
12M/18M  75 cm/2917⁄32in  70 cm/279⁄16in  53 cm/2055⁄64in    
2Y/3Y   80 cm/311⁄2in  75 cm/2917⁄32in  56 cm/223⁄64in    
4Y/5Y   85 cm/3315⁄32in  78 cm/3045⁄64in  60 cm/235⁄8in   
6Y/7Y   90 cm/357⁄16in  80 cm/311⁄2in  63 cm/2451⁄64in  

Important for e-book: 
“Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is required while 
printing. Printing orientation should be set to “Auto Portrait/ Landscape”.  
Please check if the measure square 5 cm to 5 cm/ 1 25⁄32 in. to 1 25⁄32 in. matches with 
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Pin right sides of bib face-
to-face. Sew together and 
topstitch along the edge. 

Pin strap right sides 
together to bib and sew 
toghether.
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Sew both straps and iron.


